METO ELECTROMAGNETIC MERCHANDISE SECURITY LABELS

Meto – your retail label expert – offers you merchandise security tags utilising electromagnetic technology for small or difficult-to-secure products, items made of non-magnetisable metals (example: aluminium), liquids, shoes, books, glasses and other items. We also offer tags for source tagging during the production process. Printable and dispensable (formats: 32 x 19 mm, 26 x 16 mm) using Meto EM devices from the ProLine series. Meto electromagnetic merchandise security tags are reversible, i.e. they can be activated and deactivated as necessary.

CERTIFIED LABEL QUALITY AND PRODUCTION
“MADE IN GERMANY”

We use only those materials produced by leading manufacturers of bonding materials.

- ISO 9001 / 14001 / 50001
- Meto follows the precautionary principle
- VO1935-2004 Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP)
- BRC Global Standard for Food Safety based on HACCP
- LATEX-free
- Contains no bisphenol
- Contains no heavy metals
- No ozone-depleting substances are used
- FSC and PEFC – supports sustainable forestry, monitored, and not obtained from dubious sources
THE SECTORS

Meto electromagnetic merchandise security labels are particularly suitable for effectively securing products from the following sectors:

- Food
- Chemists
- Pharmacies
- Household supplies
- DIY
- Opticians
- Consumer Electronics
- Shoe retail

THE STANDARD RANGE

Our standard range includes various security labels in the formats: 10 x 32 mm, 10 x 50 mm, 10 x 63.5 mm, 10 x 95 mm, 15 x 40 mm, 16 x 48 mm, 20 x 45 mm, 22 x 65 mm, 26 x 16 mm, 32 x 19 mm, 40 x 24 mm, 40 x 27 mm, 45 x 10 mm, 50 x 10 mm. Meto electromagnetic merchandise security tags are also available as pseudo-barcodes, hologram labels and cable ties.

CUSTOM PRODUCTS EM LABELS

Special formats, custom-printed security tags and special labels for promotional purposes are available on request.
Meto has been pioneering new ideas and innovative solutions for retailers for almost 60 years now: As the inventor of the hand labeller and of the wave-edged label featuring a security cut, we have a long tradition in the production of labels.

Thanks to our affiliation with CCL Industries Inc., the world’s largest label supplier, we are able to offer our customers an even wider range of products and services.

Meto is continuously developing its products and setting new standards in quality and convenience. Many of our labelling and sales promotion solutions are now used as standard in the global retail sector.

Meto’s European headquarter, production and warehouse site are located at Hirschhorn am Neckar.